Effects of early midline cerebellar lesion on cognitive and emotional functions in the rat.
Midline lesion of the cerebellum was performed in young 10-day-old DA/HAN strained (pigmented) rats. Once adults, the lesioned animals were subjected to a series of behavioral tests and their performances were compared with those of control (nonlesioned) rats. Compared with controls, the spontaneous motor activity of the lesioned rats was higher, they showed persevering behavior and did not pay attention to environmental distractors. In anxiety and social discrimination tests, disinhibition tendencies were obvious, which suggested that the animals were less dependent on the context. These abnormalities were most likely due to early midline lesion of the cerebellum and not to a deficit in maternal care before weaning, since the dams took care of the lesioned and control pups similarly. From these results, it can be concluded that the cerebellar vermis is involved in motor control, attentional capabilities and emotional behavior. Given that the lesioned rats observed in this study presented obvious autistic-like symptoms, and since a number of autistic subjects have cerebellar deficits and, particularly, a hypoplasia of vermal lobules, our results may strengthen the idea that the cerebellar vermis is involved in autism, as already suggested in the guinea pig (Caston J, et al. Eur J Neurosci 1998;10:2677-2684).